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The Adequacy of Human Dietaries 

H ow far the food ordinarily consumed by 
different individuals provides an adequate 

amount of the different dietary essentials, and to 
what extent an improvement in the diet might lead 
to a general improvement in health and wellbeing 
and a decrease in the incidence of disease, are 
important questions. The answers depend in the 
first place upon a knowledge of all the factors which 
go to make up a complete diet and of the quantity 
and quality of the food actually consumed. The 
essentials of a diet are now well established, but our 
knowledge of the adequacy of common diets is still 
very incomplete. The investigations of Cathcart 
and Murray on the diets of a number of families in 
St. Andrews have already been described (NATURE, 
127,897, June 13, 1931): thesameauthorshavenow 
published the results of an investigation into the diets 
of 56 families in Cardiff and 57 families in Reading.* 

In this survey a horizontal instead of a vertical 
section of the community was selected for investiga
tion, since for all practical purposes further ex
amination of the diets of those comparatively well off 
appeared to be unnecessary. The numbers involved 
in the study were 378 at Reading and 370 at Cardiff. 

It was found that the ' man ' value per family 
was 4·55 at Cardiff and 4·35 at Reading, the ' diet 
man ' values being respectively 4·54 and 4·30. The 
calorie consumption per ' man ' per day was at 
Cardiff 3174, obtained from 79 gm. protein, 114 gm. 
fat, and 441 gm. carbohydrate : the corresponding 
:figures for the Reading families were 2906 cal., 
75 gm. protein, 101 gm. fat, and 408 gm. carbo
hydrate. The distribution of the calories between 
the proximate principles was, in each case, about 
10 per cent from protein, 32-33 per cent from fat, 
and 57 per cent from carbohydrate, a very similar 
distribution to that found at St. Andrews. The 
Cardiff families spent more money on both food and 
rent than the Reading families. Comparison with 
other studies indicates that these values are more 
nearly comparable with those of the Glasgow 
artisan class than with other groups in Glasgow 
or Dundee. The fat consumption of the English 
working classes appears to be much greater than 
that of the Scottish. The amount of the income 
spent on food is 70-90 per cent in Glasgow, 45 per 
cent in Dundee, and 57 per cent in Cardiff and 
Reading. 

At Cardiff the families with the largest incomes 
consumed most protein : at Reading this was not 
the case. The Cardiff families also derived a 
slightly greater proportion of their protein from 
animal sources. In the case of the unemployed 
families, the Reading diets were found to be of 
lower caloric value than the Cardiff, but contained a 
higher proportion of fat. 8 Cardiff and I2 Reading 
families consumed 2500 cal. a man or less. This 
was found to be due chiefly to the improvidence of 
one or both parents : at the same time it was noted 
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that the English families spend much more of their 
weekly income on rent than the Scottish. 

At least 73 per cent of the mothers in the Cardiff 
families could be classed as good, and 93 per cent in 
the Reading families. It is of interest to note that 
in Cardiff the ' bad ' mothers spent most on food 
(70 per cent of the total income), whilst in Reading 
it was the ' good ' mothers who utilised the greatest 
proportion of the family income on the purchase of 
food (58 per cent). 

Little or no evidence of any real under-nutrition, 
as compared with the rest of the community, in the 
children of the relatively poor families was obtained. 

In this study, only the quantitative aspects of the 
diets were considered, and no attempt was made to 
determine their adequacy in minerals or vitamins. 
The Advisory Committee on Nutrition to the 
Ministry of Health has recently examined and 
criticised diets in common use taking these aspects 
into consideration. t A simple method of calculat
ing the calorie, protein, fat, and carbohydrate 
content is described. It is pointed out that at 
least 80 gm. protein and 50 gm. fat should be con
sumed daily and that the percentage of calories 
derived from carbohydrate should not be much 
greater than 66. About 37 gm. protein or 5 per 
cent of the total calories should be animal protein, 
of high biological value : this can be obtained from 
cheese, eggs, fish, milk, and meat. Minerals and 
vitamins are provided by milk and milk products, 
fresh salad vegetables and fruits, liver, fish, ecpeci
ally fat fish and fish roes, and eggs : their intake 
should be adequate if each individual consumes 
1 pint of milk daily, partakes freely of cheese, if one 
orange or tomato or helping of raw salad is taken 
daily, if I oz. a day of butter (or vitamin margarine) 
is given and if a fat fish such as herring appears in 
the winter menu once a week (or half a teaspoonful 
of cod liver oil is taken once a day). 

A diet is not usually deficient in calories, but may 
be so in first class (animal) protein and in the pro
tective foods which supply the minerals and vita
mins : it is then a simple matter to improve it by 
supplying these dietary essentials. Scrutiny of 
the diets in the children's homes visited showed 
that cheese was rarely given, that salads were not 
supplied in winter, and that ordinary (and not 
vitamin) margarine was generally used. It is re
commended that the diets be improved by giving 
I pint of milk a head each day, by including green 
vegetables and carrots in the dietary, as well as 
apples or oranges, by using vitamin margarine, and 
supplying cheese, ox liver, fish roes, herrings, 
tomatoes, and watercress. An important point is 
that the menus should be varied so that certain 
dishes are not served on one particular day of the 
week for weeks on end : in this recommendation 
the importance of stimulating the appetite is recog
nised as a factor to be considered in any dietary. 
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